Braintoss 4.0 - release notes
NEW!
- Start Braintoss in your favourite mode using 3D Touch
- Start Braintoss in your favourite mode every time using Quick start
- Send a Braintoss from other apps using the Share function
- Scan a document, receipt or business card using the OCR function
- Improved camera features (selfie mode, flash)
- Paste text or images with the clipboard button
- More languages supported for voice recognition
- Change the format of your email through Server settings (see support)
BUG FIXES:
- Support for new domain names and irregular characters in email addresses
- Performance improvements
- Image and sound quality improvements
————
iOS update 4.0 of Braintoss releases new functions to improve capturing your thoughts.
If you are in another app on your phone and you run into something interesting or a reminder for
a task you can then use the share function (the square box with an arrow going up) to share that
item with Braintoss and it will be sent to your inbox without leaving the other app.
You can also start Braintoss in the same mode every time you open it. We noticed many users
have a favourite mode they use most of the time (note or speech). This eliminates one more
click (and every click less is a great improvement in our opinion :slightly_smiling_face:
Are you capturing a document? Simply tap the document icon at the top left of the image
capture and we will try apply image-to-text for that receipt or note. You will then receive the text
in your email both as text and as a PDF attachment. This also helps searching for the note at a
later time. Is the document a business card, then use the vCARD button to receive a digital
business card with the email.
And much worth mentioning, the server side settings can change the format of the email you
receive. This may help when sending your braintosses to systems like ToDo managers or
accounting tools. To receive an instruction and a list of commands simply send a text note with
the word Settings to yourself.
We hope you enjoy the new features look forward to hearing your suggestions how we can
further improve Braintoss.
Happy Braintossing

